Wyman Empire is proud to present Michaels Textiles
Summer 2011 Fabric Line
For more information contact your sales representative or Wyman Empire today.
“Cotton Club”-This splendidly crafted
cotton duck is soft enough for draperies and bedding but stable enough for
slipcovers, upholstery and accessories.
This simple 1 pattern offering 57 color
options is sure to have what you are
looking for. Whether your project is
inspired by mood or atmosphere the
creative possibilities are endless.
“Portico”-A comprehensive 17 pattern; 54 color
assortment of prints in
various colorations and
constructions. A unique
addition to this line is the
glazed chintz that is typically reserved for higher
end fabrics at ridiculously higher prices. Best of
all it offers something all designers are looking for,
more prints. Wrap yourself in the romance of
beautiful garden images while plaids and stripes
harmonize to create your signature look.

“As you Like it”-This sheer book
is classified as the only sheer
book you should ever need. It is
a powerful assortment of 53 gorgeous patterns in 154 exquisite
shades. Many basic elements of
the category are covered but this collection is highlighted with an abundance of little treasures. Dainty
Laces, Beautiful Burnouts, and Elegant Embroideries
join forces with Traditional, Transitional and Contemporary stripes, Plaids, and Textures. Most designs pass
NFPA 701 Fire standards.

“Bristol”-This fresh perspective on the satin twill
balances simplicity with
sophistication and adds
subtitle richness with an
elegant texture for

“Tropical Collection”-This faux
silk collection allows you to create luxury designs at a fraction
of the price. Dancing spectacularly among this immense selection of 21 beautifully crafted

distinct style. Rayon and cotton blends look wonderful and are unbelievably drape-able. This one
pattern 30 color-way book pass 15,000 double
rubs and CATB 117, UCAC class 1.

patterns are 13 remarkable embroideries with a super
refined ultra feminine look. With a plethora of powerful
color ranges from white to pale pastel or clear brights to
multi tone combinations.

“Santé Fe”-This book will
address the always needed
traditional stripes and
damask patterns in traditional styles as well as providing unique and vibrant
colors in transitional and contemporary patterns.
Whether you choose an uncomplicated, trouble
free satin or multidimensional checked background, you will find vibrant hues and sophisticated colors that tantalize your senses.

“Ensembles”-This hit collection
is a modern take on timeless
style and traditional design; A
broad category that offers everything from Jacquards, Stripes,
Plaids and Paisley’s, to Textures
and Tissue Picks. Ensembles is the perfect tool for any
decorator looking for those perfect “go withs”. This
book offers 27 patterns in 98 colors.
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